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The development of the agrifood sector-agricultural product 
process ing, storage and marketing-is a major chall enge for 
the countries of th e south. The secto r has to adapt to increas ing 
food demand, rap id urbanization and the internationalization of trade . It is cru cia l, in 
the current context of increasing disparity, that this development be organized loca ll y. 
In conjunction w ith the nat ional and intern ationa l sc ienti f ic community, 
the Agrifood Systems programme develops and adapts the tools required for app lied 
research and makes them ava il ab le to the researchers it hosts in its laborator ies. 
Objectives 
• Increased knowledge of agri-
food markets. 
• Products that ca n compete 
on local and in ternationa l 
markets. 
• Reduced post-ha rvest losses. 
• Improved processing tech-
niques and eq uipment. 
• En vironment-friendl y, eco-
nomical industries. 
• More professional agrifood 
systems. 
Equipment for sma ll-scale 
or industrial processing. 
Computer-assisted design 
of research or development 
equipment. 
• Products 
Characterization of the phys ico-
chem ica l, microbio log ica l, or-
ganolepti c and nutritional prop-
erties of products. 
Improving the competiti veness 
and quality of t1·aditional prod-
ucts and guaranteeing sup-
pl ies. 
Deve lopment of new products. 
Current projects include: 
Improving the bread-making 
qua I ities of sou r cassava starch 
for domestic consumption and 
export (Latin America, Afrir.a , 
Europe). 
Development and use of new 
products derived from o il seeds. 
Deve lopment of highly nutri-
tious pl an t-based drinks from 
starch products and trop ica l 
o il seeds . 
• Markets 
Food consumption trends (sur-
veys, socio-economic dia-
gnoses) . 
Identifi ca tion of qua lity re-
quirements of users: con-
sumers, traders, process ing 
industries. 
Current projects include: 
Divers ifi cat ion of the use and 
promotion of ya m, sorghum, 
mill et, maize and fon io-based 
products in West A fri ca n 
towns. 
Deve lopment of food and 
nutrition monitoring systems 
in Afri ca and Asi a. 
Inventory of potenti al markets 
for tropical roots and tubers 
in Latin America and Asia. 
Centre 
























U sin g co -produc ts, was te b y-
produ cts and to pro du ce b io -
e ne rgy (biogas, bi o fu e ls) and 
b io packagi ng . 
Di agnos ing th e energy require-
m ents o f p rocess ing tec hno-
log ies. 
O ptimi z ing energy c on sum p-
ti o n . 
Current projects include: 
Fue l and lub1·ica nt additi ves 
cl e1·ived fro m fa tty ac ids. 
Bi o m ate 1·i a ls fo r w rappings, 
fi I m s and trays . 
The programme at a glance 
Main partners 
France 
ENSIA (CIRAD-ENSIA associated laboratory) . 
INRA, ORSTOlv\, CE,v\AGREF, CNRS, universiti es and schools of 
higher educat ion. 
Elsewhe re in the world 
European networks fo r cold chain and osmoti c treatment· research. 
Research organi zat ions: CERNA-U N l3 (Benin ), CNRST (Burk ina), 
IRAD (Cameroon), NRCRI (1'\l igeri a), FO FIFA (Madagascar), 
ITA (Senega l), CIAE (Ind ia), PO RI M (Ma laysia ). 
Schools of higher educa tion: ENSAI (Cameroon), ES IMAQ (Morocco), 
A IT (Thailand). 
Universities of lbadan (N igeria), Abidjan and Bouake (Cote d' Ivoire), 
550 1, aulo (Braz il ), university del Vall e (Colomb ia). 
Internat ion al agricultu ral research centres : CIAT, CW, IITA. 
NGO: ENDA-G RAF (Senega l). 
Sm all and large agri iood compani es . 
Support for 
professionals 
' Parti c ipatin g in strateg ic pl an-
ning fo1· agri food system s re-
sea rch. 
Company and secto r appraisa ls. 
Tra ining technica l and pro fes-
sional o perato rs. 
Current projects include: 
In partn ership: deve lo pment o f 
high-l eve l in-house company 
tra ining in quality m anage-
m ent (ESIMAQ, Morocco) . 
Braz il and southern South A me-
ri ca : company appraisa ls and 
techno logy transfers. 
Techniques and 
equipment 
Charac te1·iza ti o n o f traditio nal 
processes: p racti ces, eq uip-
m ent, produc ts before and 
after process ing, energy con-
sumpti o n. 
Too ls and m ethods fo r the m an-
agement of diffe1·ent operatio ns, 
o n small o r industri al sea-le . 
Loca l equipment des ign. 
Current projects include: 
Improv ing sm all-sca le and in-
dustri al dry ing, sm o kin g, m ar-
in at ing, sa lting, sugar preserv-
ing, f ilt1·at io n, chilling, freez ing 
and fry ing techniques and the ir 
appli ca ti o n to fruit and veget-
abl es, roots and tubers, meat 
and f ish, o il seeds. 
Agro-ind ustr ial equipment de-
sign (o il mill s, sa lting pl ants, 
cerea l p rocess ing). 
A staff of 50 in Montpell ier, incl ud ing 45 resea rchers and tec l111i c:i,1 ns. 
Scientists ,1ss igned to M orocco, Th,1i la11 d, 13raz il, Co lomh i;:i and 
Reunion. 
Expertise 
Technology : process engineeri ng, energetics, food sc ience, chemistry, 
phys ico-c herni stry, oi ls and iats technology. 
Sot io-eco11omic:s: co nsumer sc ience, food marketing. 
Installations 
Two techno logy centres (1400 111-'), 12 ;:i nalys is bboratories. 
computer-ass isted des ig1  laboratory. 
lv\echan ica l u rn struction workshop, energy unit, engine tes t bccl. 
Services 
Coopcr,lli ve proj ec t des ign and i111p le111e11 tati o11 , ,1 pprais ,1 I, train ing, 
techn ica l ass istance fo r co mpanies . 
Versatile biomateria ls. 
Contact : 
Anne-Lu cie Wack 
paa@c iracl .fr 
telephone: 
33(0)4 676 1 57 1: 
fax : 
33 (0)4 67 61 44 4~ 
fo r further 
in fo rm ation: 
www. cirad. fr 
G Piombo (SMANA) head of 




Secretary: Nadine Lopez 
+ 
Bergeret A lain , engineer 
Bohuon Philippe, D.Sc. 
Brouat Jacques, technician 
Bru Christian, technician 
Deumicr Fran~ois 
Dumas Jean-Claude, engineer 
Fleuriot Jean-Paul, technician 
Gibert Olivier, technician 
Giroux Fran~ois, D.Sc. 
Gounelle Denis, technician 
Lahon Marie-Christine, techn . 
Loiseau Gerard, D.Sc. 
Marouze Claude, engineer 
Ngo Chan Bang, D.Sc. 
Rivier Michel, technician 
Thaunay Patrice, technician 
Technical tools 
Wet goods centre 
Dry goods centre 
Mechanics workshop 
CAD lab. 
Labs I 08-109, microbiology 
Lab. 138, analysis 
Lab. 204, quality measurem. 
Lab. 104, sorption 
""' .....
* Accredited by the University as Research Supervisors 
AGRIFOOD SYSTEMS PROGRAMME 
Anne-Lucie WACK*, Head of Programme 





Secretary: M-Pierre Obede 
+ 
Barea Bruno, technician 
Casabclla Anne, technician 
Dijoux Daniel , technician 
Dufour Dominique, D.Sc. 
Foucher Olivier, qualif. contract 
Goli Thierry, engineer 




Piombo Georges, engineer 
Roussel Coralie, D.Sc. 
Sotto Cecile, qualif. contract 
Valente Marc, D.Sc. 
Technical tools 
Lab. 311 , distillation 
Lab. 315, biotechnology 
Lab. 334, chromatology 
Lab. 335, large-scale prep. 
Lab. 318, aroma chemistry 




Secretary: Isabelle Chalon 
+ 
Gallet Philippe, technician 
Liennard Alain, D.Sc. 
Lozano Paul, engineer 
Metayer Isabelle, technician 
Thomas Daniel , technician 
Yaitilingom Gilles, D.Sc. 
Technical tools 
Lab. 119, rheology 
Lab. 306, synthesis and prep. 
Lab. 316, hydrogenation 
Lab. 333, GPC 
Metrology lab. 
Engine test bed 
Energy unit 
Library 




Food and Non-Food Materials Science 
Physico-Chemistry, Bioenergy and Metrology 
Food Socio-Economics 
... .... 
last updated: 15105/ /999 
Gerard Chuzel , 
PROSPER project leader 
.. - Nicolas BRICAS 
SEA team 
Secy. (part-time): Pascale Morin 
+ 
N'Diaye Jean-Luc, D.Sc. 
X (new staff), D.Sc. 
- Expatriate staff -
Collignan Antoine, D.Sc., Reunion 
Degres Stephane, D.Sc., Morocco 
Henry Guy, D.Sc., Brazil 
Monte! Didier*, Thailand 
Pallet Dominique, D.Sc., Brazil 
Zakhia-Rozis Nadine, D.Sc. , Colombia 
Quality Ass11ra11ce Proiect 
A lain Bergeret (Coord.) 
Denis Gounelle (GPE) 
Georges Piombo (SMANA) 







GPE - SMANA - PCBM - SEA 
Expatriate staff 
Doctoral students 
Doctoral students in other CIRAD programmes 






80 per year 
1 Including 5 ENSIA-SIARC teacher-researchers available to the Agrifood Systems 
Programme. 
SERVICE ACTIVITIES 
+ Organic Analysis Service : 
+ Design Office Service : 
+ Mechanical Construction Service : 
contact: Georges Piombo 
Tel : 04 67 61 58 26 
contact: Claude Marouze 
Tel : 04 67 61 57 61 
contact : Denis Gounelle 
Tel: 04 67 61 57 75 
• Lab. Equipment Procurement Service : contact: Christian Bru 
Tel: 04 67 61 57 22 
CIRAD-AMIS -AGRIFOOD SYSTEMS PROGRAMME 
Process Engineering and Equipment (GPE) Team 
GPE 
Head: Jean-Michel Meet 
Tel: 33 (0)4 67 61 57 15 
Fax: 33 (0)4 67 61 12 23 
E-mail: j ean-rnichel.meot@cirad.fr
The tasks of the Process Engineering and 
Equipment team of the Agrifood Systems 
Programme are to study the conditio11s for 
processing and storing agricultural products and to 
establish technical solutions enabling them to be 
put into practice ill a given context, using 
equipment design methods. 
Fields of activity 
+ All products: fruit, 
vegetables, starch products, 










- 1mmers1on chilling and
freezing
+ Equipment design
- CESAM method (design of
agricultural and agri food
processing equipment in the 
countries of the South) 




5 scientists and 3 technicians
+ Equipment design
3 scientists and 5 technicians
Technical tools 
+Processes
1600 m2 of test workshops,
equipped with pilot equipment
( crushers, graders, dryers,











-4 CAD workstations equipped
with Pro-Engineer and Pro­
Mechanica 
- Construction workshop








and acid solutions: laboratory
studies for the development
and patenting of industrial
processes and equipment
+ Rolling and drying of starch
products : characterization,
trialling of principles, 




app Ii cations 
of frying 
new frying 








Similar foreign and 
international organizations 
(ESP Dakar, FSA Cotonou, 
CIAE Bhopal, CENICAFE 
Colombia, CNRA Abidjan, 
UNESP Sao Paulo, Univa11e 
Cali, etc.) 
+CRITI, ANVAR
+ Small and medium-sized




Current projects - Collaborations are shown in brackets 
Transformation processes 
};>- Marinading of fish, crustaceans and molluscs 
-Creation of new products and assessment of their acceptability (industrial processors in 
metropolitan France and in French overseas departments and territories) 
Application of the immersion under atmospheric pressure and pulsed vacuum process to the 
salting of poultry meat (trade association) 
};>- Salting, drying, smoking of fish and of meat products 
- Establishment of draining charts for salting in solution (French equipment manufacturer) 
- Development of fillets of duck salted and dried by dewatering and impregnation soaking (French 
research centres) 
- Optimization of this process applied to an industrial installation (European manufacturer and 
processor) 
- Research into the possible use of the process in tropical and subtropical countries in small-scale 
production (Brazilian research centre, CRIT and small-scale producers in Reunion) 
};>- Fruit drying and impregnation 
- Understanding of the physico-chemical phenomena involved in date drying (Algerian research centre) 
- Training in mango drying 
- Development of the process of manufacturing whole fresh or frozen semi-sugar-preserved fruit 
(French equipment and components manufacturer) 
- Research into the ageing and recycling of dewatering and impregnation soaking solutions 
};>- Conservation and processing of starch products 
- Control of the small-scale process for the manufacture of dry yam roots and study of by-product uses 
(Benin, Ivory Coast, Nigeria, Belgium, Switzerland, as part of an INCO DC programme) 
- Study of the production process for rolled couscous-type products (Benin, Ivory Coast, Senegal) 
};>- Frying 
- Study of transfers !eat and mass during the frying of fine products 
- Fry-drying process for the manufacture of avocado and copra oil 
;;.. Immersion chilling and freezing 
- Modelling of heat and solute exchanges 
- Technical and financial study of the immersion freezing of fish on trawlers (Languedoc-Roussillon 
Region) 
;;.. Microbiological engineering 
- Use of lactic amylolytic bacteria (French manufacturers) 
Equipment 
» Equipment design method 
- Development of methods and design tools in the countries of the South (Senegal, India, Colombia) 
- Post-factum analysis of design approaches (Senegal, Ivory Coast, Colombia, Vietnam, Tunisia) 
};>- Training of partners in methods and applications 
- Design of a sesame seed huller (French manufacturer) 
- Fonio post-harvest equipment (Burkina, Guinea, Mali) 
- Methodological and technical support for the design of equipment for processing plant by-products in 
culture substrate 
» Equipment development studies 
- Adaptation of salting-drying equipment to the countries of the South (Reunion, Madagascar) 
- Design and industrialization of salting-drying and marinading equipment (French manufacturers) 
- Instrumentation and automation of a semi-sugar-preserving installation 
- Instrumentation and automation ofrice dryers (French components and equipment manufacturers) 
- Methane fermenters and biological filters 
- Construction of pilot equipment to reproduce industrial processes (hot air dryers, concentrator, 
hydrocyclone, liquid / solid contactor, etc.) 
CIRAD-AMIS - AGRIFOOD SYSTEMS PROGRAMME 
Food and Non-Food Materials Science (SMANA) Team 
SMANA 
Head: Jean GRAILLE 
Tel: 33(0)4 67 61 58 81 
Fax: 33(0)4 67 61 55 15 
E-mail: jean.graille@cirad.fr 
Fields of activity 
+ Foodstuff quality and safety 
( oilseed products, meat 
products, starch products, fruit 
and vegetable by-products) 
+ Development of new 
analytical methods 
+ Research into vegetable and 
animal fats : chemical 
structure, properties, general 
and specific applications 
+ Research into new 
applications for industrial 
enzymes (papain, bromelain, 
lipases, etc.) 
+ Development of 
biomaterials for coating and 
packing 
+ Training in oil and fat 
technology 
Human resources 
+ 5 D.Scs with university 





- distillation 311 
- biotechnology 315 
- chromatology 334 
- large-scale prep. 335 
- aroma chemistry 318 
- physical measurements 321 
Results include: 
+ Design of a new type of 
palm oil mill: DRUPALM™ 
process 
+ Enzyme-assisted 
extraction of palm- and 
coconut oil 
+ Synthesis of new 
molecules, in particular 
surface agents 
+ Use of sugars, proteins and 
polyphenols through 
lipophilization 
+ Study of Brazil nut health 
food formulations 
+ Development of gluten-free 
bread-making mixtures from 
sour cassava starch 
+ Improvement in the quality 
of fish refrigerated or frozen 
on fishing boats . 
+ Improvement in the quality 
of fruitjuice (mango) and the 
life of fresh fruit (lychees) 
Collaborations 
+ INRA, Universities, CNRS, 
ORSTOM 
Contracts completed in 1998 
Microwave frying 
Coating wax 
N acylation of amino acids 
Lipophilization of wheat gluten 
Brazil nuts 
Current contracts and studies 
Hydrophobation of vegetable proteins 
Assessment of the uses of papain 
Carotene deficiencies 
Non-saponifiable palm oil concentrates 
Improvement in the quality of refrigerated, marinated and frozen seafood products (fish, 
prawns) 
Assessment of the uses of mango juice 
Cool storage of lychees in modified atmosphere 
Various industrial expert reports 
Biopackaging 
CIRAD-AMIS-AGRIFOOD SYSTEMS PROGRAMME 
Physico-Chemistry, Bioenergy and Metrology (PCBM) Team 
PCBM 
Head: Daniel PIOCH 
Tel: 33(0)4 67 61 58 82 
Fax: 33(0)4 67 61 55 15 
E-mail: daniel.pioch@cirad.fr 
Fields of activity 




fermentation m a solid 
medium 
+ Bioenergy and heat engines: 
bioenergy, biofuels, engines, 
boilers, energy engineering 
+ Industrial use of agrifood 
products and co-products: 
lipochemistry, surface agents, 
biodegradable lubricants, 
additives, used frying oil, 
briquettes, factory effluents 
+ Development of new 
products: synthesis, 
formulation , study of 
chemical and physico-
chemical properties 
+ Development of 
measurement and analysis 
facilities and methods: 
metrology, instrumentation, 
analytical chemistry, biofuels 
+ Training: hosting foreign 
scientists and students, 
teaching in universities and 
schools of higher education 
The PCBM research unit combines complementary 
areas of expertise from a scientific viewpoint, which 
allows it to adopt a multidisciplinary approach to the 
processing and use of agrifood products in industry 
and in power generation. Such activities are part of 
the dual perspective of tlte rational use of natural 
resources (energy and raw materials) and a reduction 
in tlte pressure of industrial processing activities on 
tlte environment (environment-friendly, economical 
processes). 
Human resources 
+ 4 executive staff (including 1 
university-accredited 




- rheology 119 
synthesis and preparations 
306 
- hydrogenation 3 16 
- GPC 333 
- metrology laboratory 
+ Engine test bed 
+ Energy unit 
+ Library 
Areas of expertise 
Organic synthesis, continuous 
fixed catalytic bed reactors, 
closed reactors (production of 
samples for industry) 
Extraction, analysis and 
identification of compounds 
(chromatography, NMR, etc.) 
Engine test bed, gas combustion 
and analysis, long-term testing, 
bioenergy testing unit, 
metrology laboratory 
Collaborations 
+ Universities and schools of 
higher education 
+ CNAM, CNRS, IFP, ITERG, 
ORSTOM, AIT (Bangkok), 
Palm Oil Research Institute 
of Technology (Kuala 
Lumpur) 
+ Small and medium-sized 
companies and industries, 
agrifood groups: John Deere, 
Renault, PSA, Sucrerie 
Distillerie d'Artenay and 
cooperatives 
Current projects 
see next page 
Current projects 
Processes for treating agrifood products - Application of membrane technology / vegetable or animal 
oils 
~ Refining of vegetable oils by microfiltration 
~ New application for technological quality olive oil 
~ Refining and fractionating of marine oils by filtration (biologically active polyunsaturated fatty 
acids) 
~ Production of coconut-type aroma by fermentation in a solid medium 
Bioenergy / Research 
~ Formulation and quality ofbiofuels (ethanol, vegetable oils) for engines and burners 
~ Effect of the chemical composition of biofuels and sources of bioenergy on the efficiency of energy 
production systems 
~ Process for producing ethylic esters from cotton and formulated fuels ( ethanol/esters/diesel oil) ; 
inter-industry synergy in West Africa 
>, Simplified processes for the production of vegetable oils-fuels (home consumption by producers) 
~ Research into reducing the pollution caused by biofuel combustion 
Bioenergy / Field experimentation - demonstration - rural development 
~ Adaptation of generators (5 to 1 OOO kW) to the production of electric power for industrial use from 
vegetable oils (e.g. cotton in West Africa) 
Copra oil-fuel industry (New Caledonia, Fiji, production of electric power in an island environment) 
Energy analysis of power uses in rural areas 
Study of hybrid solar-heat engine applications in post-harvest processes 
Use of by-products as a firewood substitute in rural areas (briquettes, sugar cane, cotton) 
~ Gazification of agricultural by-products (rice bran) 
~ Demonstration platform in a real (project) environment with the participation of components 
manufacturers (multifuel engines, oleaginous biomass, Brazil chestnut, wild palms, Amazonia) 
"Green" chemistry/synthesis, properties/diversification of lipochemical production 
~ Branched chain cationic surface-active agents (biocides, foaming/antifoaming agents) 
~ Branched chain esters to replace petroleum products for biodegradable fats (agrifood industry, 
railway network) 
~ Sulfonated detergents and lubricants derived from lipoketones 
~ Functionalized chain compounds oxygenated by heterogenous catalysis (biodegradable lubricants, 
fuel additives) 
~ Intermediate lipochemicals derived from fatty acid esters 
~ Emulsions of vegetable oils stabilized with beta-cyclodextrin 
Metrology 
~ Field instrumentation (animal traction, motorized equipment) 
~ Monitoring/control of agrifood industry processes ( automation of the preparation of selected seeds) 
~ Development of new sensors (soil analysis, laser profilograph, agrifood processes) 
~ High frequency data acquisition for the study of rapid phenomena 
Food Socio-Economics (SEA) Team 
SEA 
Head: Nicolas BRICAS 
Tel : 33 (0)4 67 61 57 12 
Fax : 33 (0)4 67 61 44 49 
E-mail: nicolas.bricas@cirad.fr 
Fields of activity 
The activities of the team's 
scientists are essentially 
divided between two projects: 
- PROSPER (Prospects and 
Business-Research 
Partnership) 
- URBAL (Urbanization and 
Food) 
+ Food changes associated 
with urbanization 
- systems for monitoring 
changes (observatories) 
- surveys 
+ Management or support of 
projects to promote local 
products and companies 
- quality improvement 
- diversification of use 
- marketing strategies 
+ Training 
+ Agrifood system databases 
+ Programming of agrifood 
systems research 




+ 3 permanent executive staff 
including 2 expatriate staff 
members attached to the 
PROSPER Unit 
The SEA team is primarily involved in multidisciplinary 
research and development projects in liaison with other ASP 
teams or CIRAD programmes. It analyzes changes in food 
consumption and urban markets and identifies the quality 
requirements of consumers. The team develops survey and 
analysis methods using the determinants of food demand, 
quality management and coordination of the different 
players involved in the agrifood sector 
+ 2 doctoral students 
+ 1 fixed-term contract until 
March 1999 
+ 1 temp until Nov. 1998 
+1 part-time personal 
assistant 
Collaborations 
+ Internal to CIRAD: TERA 
A.F. Prag.; CA Calim Prag., 
EMVT 
+ France and Europe: INRA 
(ESR Montpellier, 
CORELA Ivry, UREQUA 
Le Mans), ORSTOM (LNT 
Montpellier, LEA 




Paris); ENSAM Paris, Univ. 
Montpellier 1 and 2, 
Versailles St Quentin, 
Paris X, GRET, PEGASE 
Developpement, 
Univ. Louvain (Belgium), 
INDIA (Portugal), ETH 
Zurich (Switzerland) 
+ Countries of the South: 
CERNA (Benin), LESOR-
Univ. Bouake and Univ. 
Abidjan (Ivory Coast); 
ENDA-GRAF and IRIS 
(Senegal); IRAD, ENSAI 
and AGROPME 
(Cameroon); CNRST and 
Univ. Ouaga (Burkina), 
ARC and CSIR (South 
Africa); UNESP (Brazil); 
ESIMAQ (Morocco); INN 
(Vietnam) 
+ CGIAR centres: IITA, 
CIAT, CIP, IFPRI 
Research networks and 
groups 
+ CIRAD representative for 
TPA network 
+ Research group on 
coordination in agrifood 
subsectors and markets 
(GECO) (CIRAD, INRA, 
ENSA.M, Univ. Mpl 1) 
+ Agrifood research group 
(GRAAL) (CIRAD, IAM, 
ENSA.M, Univ. Mpl 2) 
CIRAD-AMIS - AGRIFOOD SYSTEMS PROGRAMME 
Food Socio-Economics Team 
Current projects (URBAL) 
Short title Funding CIRAD 
partners 
INCO ALISA ECINCODC TERA-PAF 
A TP Urban food ATP CIRAD FLHOR, TERA 
supplies in Africa CA 
INCO Urban market for small EC INCO DC TERA 
and medium-sized companies 
Viet. food observatory AI CIRAD AMIS-ECOPOL 
Yams for urban markets MAE C.& F. CA-Calim 
INCO Yam quality ECINCODC CA-Calim 
AMATALA MAE TERA-PAF 
Study of potential cassava FAO, CFC, IDRC 
markets 
INPHO FAO CA-Calim 
Principal scientific publications 
+ "Urbanisation, alimentation and filieres vivrieres" series 
+ 8 scientific publications in 1998 
External Fields 
partners 
Univ. Berlin Senegal, Benin 
Burkina 
INRA, Univ. Cameroon 
St Quentin Guinea 
GRET Senegal 
ORSTOM Cameroon 
Univ. Ghent Vietnam 
ORSTOM Ivory Coast, Benin 
Togo, Burkina, 
Cameroon, Ghana 
Univ. Louvain Benin, Ivory Coast 
ETH Nigeria 
INRA South Africa 
NRI All countries 
GTZ All countries 
~ INCO ALISA: Food, know-how and food processmg innovations m West Africa; food 
observatories 
~ Urban food supplies in Africa; the organizations at the heart of the adjustments 
~ Development of urban markets for small and medium-sized agrifood companies 
}- Food and nutrition monitoring in Vietnam 
~ Promotion of yam-based products for urban markets 
~ Post-harvest treatment of yams, multidisciplinary approach to quality 
~ Promotion of the agricultural products of small farmers in South Africa 
~ Study of potential markets for cassava 
~ Information Network in Post-Harvest Operations 
Mission: 
ProsPER Southern South America 
Prospects and Business-Research Partnership 
with the countries of southern South America 
in the agrifood sector 
• To support technology transfers between France and the countries of southern South America: Brazil,
Argentina, Paraguay, Uruguay and Chile - in the agrifood sector.
Objectives : 
• To back up investment by French companies in the countries of southern South America, encouraging
business partnerships
• To exploit research results by transfers to industry and university-business collaboration
• To support training for top-level specialists in agrifood systems.
Organization : 
• Establishment at Campinas SP/Brazil through the joint efforts of the French Ministry of Foreign Affairs and
the Centre de Cooperation Internationale en Recherche Agronomique pour le Developpement (CIRAD).
• Attached to the ProsPER-France Unit, part of CIRAD-AMIS in Montpellier.
• In southern South America, the project represents the agrifood systems programme of the French Regional
Cooperation Agency based in Santiago, Chile.
Other ProsPER Southern South America project activities 
- Research and Development operations :
• Identifying business opportunities
• Establishing scientific, technical and funding files
• Finding industrial and commercial partnerships
• Transfer of results
- Training for specialists :
• Organizing technical/scientific meetings and seminars
• Organizing short-term professional training courses
• Network support for scientists and university staff
- Communication and information :
• Inventory of invitations to tender
• Identifying opportunities for collaboration and technology transfer
• Collaboration and technology transfer opportunities and invitations to tender
• Participating in the main agrifood sector events in southern South America
ProsPER France - CIRAD AMIS ProsPER Southern South America 
Rua Barreto Leme, 1845 
130 I 0-202 Campinas SP - Brazil 
Tel: (019) 251 13 03/(019) 255 71 35 - Fax: (019) 255 71 35 
pallet@lexxa.com.br ADEPT A correspondent in Brazil 
guy.henry@lexxa.com.br 
BP 5035 -34032 Montpellier Cedex I - France 
Tel: 33 (0)4 67 615707-Fax: 33 (0)4 67 614455 
gerard.chuzel@cirad.fr- griffon.d@cirad.fr 
Web site: www.cirad.fr 
Web site: www.cendotec.eom.br/prosper 
The ProsPER Southern South America project 
at the service of French companies 
The ProsPER Southern South America project works hand in hand with French agrifood companies in 
their projects with the countries of southern South America: Brazil, Argentina, Chile, Paraguay and Uruguay. 
The project intervenes downstream of the contacts made with French public organizations (Embassy, 
PEE, Chamber of Commerce, CFCE, ADEPTA, etc.) or international agencies (UNIDO, etc .) for technical 
and/or economic actions. 
The areas of intervention concern not only agrifood processing (meat, milk, fru it and vegetables, root and 
tuber crops, cereals, etc. ) but also agro-industrial equipment (project engineering, etc.) 
ProsPER Southern South America is based in Brazil, in the state of Sao Paulo, enabling rapid and 
effective action to be taken throughout the area in question. A ProsPER-France Unit located at CIRAD, 
Montpellier gives full logistic and contractual support. 
Each intervention is made on the basis of a French contract with the ProsPER-France Unit; the French 
company participates in the cost of local studies. The agreements include guaranteed confidentiality and 
exclusivity clauses. 
ProsPER maintains close contacts with the business and professional associat10ns, umvers1t1es and 
technology centres in all countries of southern South America. Information and business opportunities are 
continuously updated. 
ProsPER Southern South America 
backs up the French company 
at each stage of the project 
-1 - Organization of partnerships 
• Technology watch and visits by specialist companies 
• Finding partners : industrial or commercial 
• Finding subcontractors, etc. 
• Setting up joint ventures 
-2- Technical/financ ial studies 
• Calculating running costs (raw materials, additives, labour, power, etc.) 
• Calculating investment costs (equipment, buildings, etc .) 
• Sector-based studies 
• Market surveys (price, competition, quality, standards) 
• Technical/financial feasibility studies 
-3- Support for the investment 
• Project engineering 
• Choice and selection of subcontractors 
• Training of partners 
E C O L E 
SUPERIEURE 
DE MANAGEMENT 
DE LA QUALITE 
ESIMAQ is one of Morocco's leading schools of higher education, specializing in quality 
management. It was created on the initiative of Moroccan industrial sponsors and a 
number of French and international agencies: the Ecole Nationale Superieure d' Arts and 
Metiers (ENSAM), the Fondation pour l'Innovation et la Recherche Internationale en 
Europe (INRIE) and the Centre de Cooperation Internationale en Recherche Agronomique 
pour le Developpement (CIRAD). The backing of ESIMAQ by industrial manufacturers 
since its creation ensures that the training provided corresponds to industrial reality. The 
manufacturers are actively involved in the teaching and scientific boards and in the 
development of teaching programmes and lines of research. 
ESIMAQ's director is Stephane DEGRES, an Agrifood Systems Programme scientist. 
ESIMAQ activities : 
- Initial general quality management training (for students with a baccalaureat in science), 
1-year professional in-service training for executives and supervisory management, with 
support for quality projects, 
- Business consultancy and support, 
- Industrial research activities under the aegis of the ENSAM new product design laboratory 
in Paris and the AMIS Department of CIRAD, 
- Long and short workshops/seminars, 
- ENSAM (Paris) degree course : Master's degree in Quality Management, 
"A la carte" contributions in accordance with specific business requirements. 
Major business customers : 
MAPHAR (Sanofi) / INAAM Provimi / PHARMA 5 / C.M.G. (Groupe Ona pole mine) / C.T.T. 
(Groupe Ona pole mine) / MANAGEM (Groupe Ona pole mine) / S.M.I. (Groupe Ona pole 
mine) / SAMINE (Groupe Ona pole mine) / Groupe des Brasseries du Morocco I AKZO-
NOBEL COATINGS SAM I Banque Centrale Populaire / BMAO / Centrale Jorf Lasfar / 
COSUMAR I L 'Alliance africaine / OCP / OFPPT / ONE / Pechiney M.M.A. / 
RAM I REMINEX I S.G.S.-THOMSON I S.N.V. I SERAM (ENSAM/Paris) I SOMANA. 
See next page for list of courses. 
INFORMATION 
Address: 56 rue lbnou Hamdis - Casablanca - Morocco 
Tel: (212 2) 36 92 27 - Fax: (212 2) 94 00 37 
E-mail: esimaq@plvplus.net.ma 
1Training courses 
1. General introduction to quality management (12h) 
2. Introduction to quality tools (60 h) 
3. Participatory methods (60 h) 
4. Management and quality assurance (60 h) 
5. Metrology and maintenance (60 h) 
6. Hygiene, safety and the environment (60 h) 
7. Statistical process control ( 60 h) 
8. Analysis of specific industrial situations (60 h) 
9. Service quality (20 h) 
Topics 
-+ Functional analysis (12 h) 
-+ Failure mode effect and criticality analysis (FMECA, product, process, project) (12 h) 
-+ Experimental designs (12 h) 
-+ Practical statistics (12 h) 
-+ Quality tools (12 h) 
-+ New product design (12 h) 
-+ Operational reliability (12 h) 
-+ Total quality (12 h) 
-+ ISO 9000 standards (12 h) 
-+ ISO 14000 standards (12 h) 
-+ Audit methods (12 h) 
-+ Participatory management (12 h) 
-+ Metrology (12 h) 
-+ Maintenance (12 h) 
-+ Statistical planning and prospects ( 16 h) 
-+ Management of non-quality costs 
-+ Food hygiene and industrial hygiene 
-+ Communication policy 
-+ Laboratory accreditation. 
ESIMAQ, 56 rue Ibnou Hamdis, Casablanca, Morocco. Tel: (212 2) 36 92 67 - Fax: (212 2) 94 00 67 -
E-mail: esimaq@plvplus.net.ma 
R.C.:89763 - Identification fiscale : 1003449 - Patente: 35603211 - Affiliation CNSS: 2734037 
ORGANIC ANALYSIS SERVICE 
contact : Georges Piombo (Tel : 04 67 61 58 26) 
TYPES OF ANALYSIS PERFORMED 
Analyses are essentially of three types : 
- Preparations of samples: extraction methods 
- Gravimetric analyses 
- Analyses by ion chromatography 
In the following fields : 
- Fibres: 
- Carbohydrates : 
- Anions: 
hemicelluloses, cellulose, lignin 
monosaccharides, disaccharides, oligosaccharides and starches 
organic and mineral 
The management of samples and analyses follows a standard pattern: traceability of requests, samples, 
operational procedures and records. 
COST OF ANALYSES 
Scientific organizations external to CIRAD are billed according to a standard tariff covering the cost 
of equipment depreciation, consumables, technician time, etc. Departments of the CIRAD programmes 




D. DIJOUX (temporarily replacing A. CASABELLA) 
EXPATRIATE STAFF 
Dominique PALLET- BRAZIL 
Rua Lupercio de Arruda Camargo, 797 c / 262 
13089 - 580 Campinas - SP Brazil 
Tel/Fax: 00 55 19 256 36 36 
E-mail: pallet@lexxa.com.br 
Guy HENRY - BRAZIL 
Rua Dr Paulo Castro Pupo 
Nogueira, 600 Campinas SP 
CEP 13092 - 400 Brazil 
Tel: 00 55 19 251 13 03 
E-mail: guyhenry@lexxa.com.br 
Nadine ZAKHIA-ROZIS - COLOMBIA 
CIA T - Proyecto de Desarrolo de 
Agroempresas rurales 
AA 6713 - Cali - Colombia 
Tel: 00 57 2 445 00 22 
Fax: 00 57 2 445 00 73 
E-mail: n.zakhia@cirad.fr 
Stephane DEGRES - MOROCCO 
ESIMAQ - 56 rue lbnou Hamdis, 
Quartier Raffine Extension 
Casablanca - Morocco 
Tel: 00 212 2 36 92 27 
Fax: 00 212 2 94 00 37 
E-mail: stephane.degres@cirad.fr 
Antoine COLLIGNAN - Reunion 
CIRAD - Station la Bretagne - BP 20 
97408 Saint Denis Messagerie cedex 
Reunion 
Tel: 00 262 92 24 47 
Fax: 00 262 52 80 21 
E-mail : antoine.collignan@cirad.fr 
Didier MONTET - THAILAND 
AIT - Bioprocess Technology Program 
PO Box 4 Klong Luang, Pathumthani 
I 2120 - Thailand 
Tel: 00 662 524 65 91 
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Engineer in industrial art and design (ENSAM) 
Valuation (contracts), patent rights, industrial 
agricultural and agrifood processes, other fields 
of technology 
Contact details: Building 16 - Room 118 
Tel: 04 67 61 57 64- Fax: 04 67 614449 -
Mel. :alain.bergeret@cirad.fr 
D.Sc . in energetics and process engineering 
Lecturer ENSIA-SIARC 
Associate researcher ENSIA-SIARC-CIRAD 
fish,meat products, dewaterillg and impregnation 
soaking, refrigeration 
Contact details : Building 16 - Room 141 
Tel : 04 67 61 57 26 - Fax : 04 67 61 44 49 -
Mel. : philippe.bohuon@cirad.fr 
Research engineer 
Head of Food Socio-Economics (SEA) team 
Economics, food consumption science 
Contact details : Building 16 - room 40 
Tel: 04 67 615712 - Fax: 04 67 614449 -
Mel. : nicolas .bricas@cirad.fr 
Senior technician, design office 
Draughtsman I designer 
Equipment design 
Contact details : Building 15 - room 216 
Tel:0467615777-Fax : 0467615955 
Mel. : jacques.brouat@cirad.fr 
BRU Christian - Supervisor 
Technical and administrative management of 
resources, pilot plant workshops, laboratories, 
equipment, consumables 
Contact details : Building 15 room 218 
Tel : 04 67 61 57 22 - Fax : 04 67 61 12 23 -
Mel. : christian.bru@cirad.fr 
CASABELLA Anne - Senior laboratory technician 
Organic analyses 
Contact details : Building 1 - room 27 
Tel :04 67 61 58 00 poste 5282 - Fax :04 67 61 65 09 
CHALON Isabelle - Secretary 
Secretary of Physico-Chemistry, Bioenergy and 
Metrology (PCBM) team 
Contact details : Building 16 room 309 
Tel:0467615514-fax0467615515-
Mel : isabelle.chalon@cirad.fr 
CHAMP ANA Y Catherine - Personal assistant 
Head of Programme secretariat 
Contact details : Building 16 room 110 
Tel: 04 67 61 57 33 - Fax: 04 67 61 44 49 
Mel : marie-catherine.champanay@cirad .fr 
CHUZEL Gerard - D.Sc. In food science 
Research engineer 
Prospects a11d Busi11ess-Research Part11ership 
Contact details : Building 4, room 224 bis 
Tel : 04 67 61 57 59 - Fax : 04 67 61 44 55 
Mel : gerard.chuzel@cirad.fr 
COLLIGNAN Antoine -D.Sc. In mechanical engineering and energetics 
DEGRES Stephane -
Research engineer 
Process e11gi11eeri11glprocessi11g of meat products, 
seafood products (fish, crustacea11s, cepha/opods), 
salting, dryi11g, mari11adi11g, ripe11i11g, smoki11g 
Adress : Station la Bretagne BP 20 
97408 Saint denis Messagerie Cx - 9La Reunion 
Tel : 00 262 52 80 20 - Fax: 00 262 52 80 21 
Mel. : antoine.collignan@cirad.fr 
D.Sc. in industrial art and design (EN SAM) 
Doctorate in equipment design methods 
Equipme11t desig11, establishme11t of a quality 
ma11ageme11t school in Morocco, research into 
equipment design methods for the countries of the 
South 
Adress : ESIMAQ, 56 rue lbnou Hamdis, Quartier 
Raffine extension , Casablanca Maroc 
Tel: (212-2) 36 92 27 - Fax: (212-2) 94 00 37 
Mel. : stephane.degres@cirad .fr 
DEUMIER Fran~ois - Engineer in biostatistics EN SAR / DEA 
ENSAM/USTL 
CIFRE research funding 
Process engineeri11g, meat products (meat, 
poultry, fish) dewatering and impregnation 
soaking 
Contact details : Building 15 room 205 
Tel:0467615724-Fax:0467611223 
Mel. : francois.deumier@cirad.fr 
DIJOUX Daniel - Technician 
Food quality analysis 
Contact details : Building 16 room 138 
Tel : 0467615778- Fax : 0467614449 
Mel. : daniel.dijoux@cirad.fr 
DUFOUR Dominique - D.Sc. in biotechnology 
Research engineer 
Cassava starch biotechnologies 
contact details :Building 15 room 206 
Tel:0467615719-Fax:0467611223-
Mel.: dominique.dufour@cirad.fr 
DUMAS Jean-Claude -Engineer ENSBANA 
Research engineer 
Fruit processi11g, avocado oil extraction, 
equipment performance mo11itori11g 
Contact details : Building 15 room 207 
Tel : 04 67 61 57 18 - Fax: 04 67 61 12 23 -
Mel : jean-claude.dumas@cirad.fr 
FLEURJOT Jean-Paul - Technician, skilled worker 
Equipme11t constructio11, met<1ls, plastics, sheet 
metal work, mechanics 
Contact details : Building 15 atelier 
Tel : 04 67 61 57 75 - Fax: 04 67 61 12 23 






Food quality a,ralysis 
Contact details: Building 16 room 209 
Tel. : 04 67 61 57 59 - Fax : 04 67 61 44 49 
Senior technician 
Metrology, i11strume11tatio11, 111011itori11g!co11trol 
Contact details : Building 15 room: lab. 
Tel: 04 67 61 57 74 -Fax : 04 67 61 12 23 
Mel. : philippe.gallet@cirad.fr 
Senior laboratory technician 
Technical support for pilot plant workshops and 
laboratories, process engi11eeri11g, food scie11ce, 
biochemistry,jish, all types of products, spray 
systems, chilling a11d freezi11g, sorptio11 
Contact details : Building 16 room 137 
Tel : 04 67 61 57 78 - Fax: 04 67 61 44 49 
Mel. : gibert.o@cirad.fr 
Engineer (Ecole Centrale) D.Sc. in process 
engineering, Director ENSIA SIARC 
Associate researcher ENSIA-SIARC-CIRAD 
Equipme11t desig11, process mo11itori11g!co11trol, 
equipment for agricultural a11d agrifood 
i11dustries, control of dewateri11g and 
impreg11atio11 soaking syrup recycling processes 
Contact detail : Building 15 room 217 
Tel: 04 67 61 71 71 - Fax: 04 67 61 12 23 
Mel. : francois .giroux@cirad.fr 
GOLi Thierry - Research engineer 
Food tec/r110/ogy, food quality,fish 
c/rilli11g!freezi11g 
Contact details : Building 16 room 113 
Tel : 04 67 61 57 16 - Fax : 04 67 61 44 49 
Mel. : thierry .goli@cirad.fr 
GO UN ELLE Denis - Head of wordshop 
GRAILLE Jean -
Equipme11t design!co11structio11, sheet metal work, 
mecha11ics, electrical e11gi11eeri11g 
Contact details : Building 15 workshop 
Tel: 04 67 61 57 75 - Fax: 04 67 61 12 23 
Mel : denis.gounelle@cirad.fr 
University-accredited research supervisor, D.Sc. 
in chemistry, Head of Food and Non-Food 
Materials Science (SMANA) team 
Physico-c/remistry, product processi11g, chemistry 
of fatty bodies 
Contact details : Building 16 room 354 
Tel : 04 67 61 58 81 - Fax: 04 67 61 55 15 
Mel. : jean.graille@cirad.fr 
GONTARD Nathalie - D.Sc. in food science 
Associate researcher ENSIA-SIARC-CIRAD 
Biotlegradable packaging 
Contact details : Building 16 room 142 
Tel: 04 67 61 57 05 - Fax : 04 67 61 12 44 49 




D.Sc. in biochemistry, university-accredited 
research supervisor 
Professor ENSIA-SIARC 
Associate researcher ENSIA-SIARC / CIRAD 
Trai11i11g, developme11t a11d coordi11atio11 of 
product research, processes and equipme11t 
Contact details : Building 15 
Tel : 04 67 61 65 89 - Fax : 04 67 61 12 23 
Mel. hebert.jp@cirad.fr 
D.Sc. in agricultural economics 
Eco11omics, sociology 
Prospects a11d Business-Research Part11ership 
(PROSPER), southern South America 
Address : rua Dr. Paulo Castro Pupo Nogueira, 
600 Campinas-SP, CEP 13092-400 Bresil 
Tel: 00 55 19 251 13 03 
Mel : guyhenry@lexxa .com.br 
Personal assistant 
On sabbatical leave Sept.1998 to August 1999 
Head of Programme secretariat 
Contact details : Builgind 16 room 110 
Tel: 04 67 61 57 33 - Fax: 04 67 61 12 44 49 
Mel: florence.jeanjean@cirad.fr 
LAHON Marie-Christine -Senior laboratory technician - agricult11ral and 
agrifood industries 
Microbiology, process engineering, 
microbiological a11alysis, drying, salti11g, 
marinading, smoking 
Contact details : Building 15 room 210 
Tel:0467615723-Fax:0467611223-
Mel. : marie-christine.lahon@cirad.fr 
LIENNARD Alain - Engineer EST ACA 
Research engineer 
Bioenergy 
Contact details : Building 15 room 215 
Tel:0467615654-Fax:0467611223 
Mel : alain .liennard@cirad.fr 
LOISEAU Gerard - D.Sc. in microbiology 
LOPEZ Nadine -
LOZANO Paul -
Lecturer ENSIA SIARC, microbiology teaching and 
research 
Associate researcher ENSIA-SIARC / CIRAD 
Starch products, all types of products, amylolytic 
lactic ferme11tatio11, all types of fermentation, cow 
Contact details :Building 16room 114 
Tel: 04 67 615728 - Fax: 04 67 6144 49 
Mel. : gerard.loiseau@cirad.fr 
Secretary 
Secretariat of Process E11gineering a11d Equipment 
Design (GPE) team 
Contact details : Building 15 room 209 
Tel : 04 67 61 65 97 - Fax : 04 67 61 12 23 
Mel. : nadine.lopez@cirad.fr 
Research engineer 
Engineer in chemist,y I technolgy 
Contact details : Building 16 room 310 
Tel:0467615998-Fax : 0467615515 
Mel: paul.lozano@cirad .fr 
LOZANO Yves University-accredited research supervisor, D.Sc. in 
chemistry 
Chemistry, biochemistry, food scie11ce, fruit quality, 
aroma, colour, modified atmosphere 
Contact details : Building 16 Room 319 
Tel: 04 67 61 44 47 - Fax : 04 67 61 44 33 
Mel: yves.lozano@cirad.fr 
MAROUZE Claude - Engineer in industrial art and design (ENSAM) 
Preparing thesis on equipment design methods 
Equipment desig11 a11d i11dustrial e11gi11eeri11g, 
agricultural a11d agrifood equipme11t, all fields 
Contact details : Building 15 room 217 bis 
Tel : 04 67 61 57 61 - Fax :04 67 61 12 23 
Mel: claude.marouze@cirad.fr 
MEOT Jean-Michel - Head of Process Engineering and Equipment 
MONTET Didier -
Design (GPE) team 
D.Sc. in process engineering 
Process e11gi11eerillg, cereals, root crops, all types 
of products, drying, sorptio11 
Contact details : Building 15 Room 204 
Tel: 04 67 615715 - Fax: 04 67 61 12 23 
Mel. : jean-michel.meot@cirad.fr 
University-accredited research supervisor, D.Sc. in 
biochemistry ; expatriate member of staff 
Microbiology, enzymology, food biochemistry, 
quality 
Address : Bioprocess Technology Program 
Asian Institute of Technology - PO Box 4 Klong 
Luang, Pathumthani I 2120,Thatlande 
Tel: (662) 524 65 91- Fax: (662) 524 61 I I 
Mel. : montet@ait.ac.th 
MORIN Pascale -
NGO Chan Bang 
Secretary 
Secretariat of Food Socio-Eco11omics (SEA) team 
Contact details : Building 16 room 26 
Tel : 04 67 61 55 37 - Fax : 04 67 614449 
Mel. : pascale.morin@cirad.fr 
Research engineer 
Improveme11t of production systems, i11formatio11 
systems, i11tegrated regio11al developme11t 
Contact details : Building I 5 Room 107 
Tel : 04 67 6 I 59 62 - Fax : 04 67 61 I 2 23 
Mel : ngo@cirad.fr 
OBEDE Marie-Pierre - Secretary 
Secretariat of Food a11d No11-Food Materials 
Scie11ce (SMANA) team 
Contact details : Building I 6 Room 353 
Tel : 0467615519-Fax:0467615515 
Mel : marie-pierre.obede@cirad.fr 
PALLET Dominique - D.Sc. in process engineering 
Mechanical Engineer 
ROSPER project, southern South America 
(Prospects and Business-Research Partnership) 
Address : Rua Barreto Leme, 1845 - Apto I 2 
I 30 I 0-202 Campinas - SP Bresil 
tel / fax : 00 55 19 255 71 35 
Mel : pallet@lexxa.com.br 
PINA Michel -
PIOCH Daniel -
University-accredited research supervisor, D.Sc. in 
Chemistry 
Chemistry of fatty bodies, nutrition 
Contact details : Building 16 room 352 
Tel : 04 67 61 56 71 - Fax: 04 67 61 55 I 5 
Mel. : michel.pina@cirad.fr 
University-accredited research supervisor, D.Sc.in 
chemistry 
Head of Physico-Chemistry, Bioenergy and Metrology 
(PCBM) team 
Membrane processes, bioenergy, lipochemishy , physico-
chemisfly 
Contact detail : Building 16 Room 308 
Tel:0467615882-Fax : 046761 SS IS 
Mel. : daniel.pioch@cirad.fr 
PIOMBO Georges - Senior laboratory technician 
Analytical chemistry 
RJVIER Michel -
Contact details : Building 16 room 35 I 
Tel : 0467615826-Fax : 0467616509 
Mel : georges.piombo@cirad.fr 
Senior technician (mechanical engineering) 
Design officer, draughtsman / designer 
Agrifood equipment design, all types of processes 
Contact details : Building I 5 room 215 bis 
Tel:0467615767-Fax:0467611223 
Mel. : michel.rivier@cirad.fr 
ROUSSEL Coralie - Doctor, research engineer 
Bio-transformation 
SOTTO Cecile -
Contact details : Building 16 Room 312 
Tel : 04 67 61 55 18 - fax 04 67 61 SS IS 
Technician 
Food quality analysis 
Contact details : Building 16 Room 209 
Tel : 04 67 61 57 59 - Fax : 04 67 61 44 49 
THAUNAY Patrice - Senior technician (mechanical engineering) 
Design officer ; draughtsman / designer 
Equipment design, agricultural and agrifood 
machinery 
Contact details : Building I 5 Room 216 bis 
Tel : 0467615777-Fax:0467611223-
Mel : patrice.thaunay@cirad.fr 
THOMAS Daniel - Senior laboratory technician 
Organic analyses, organic synthesis 
Contact details : Building 16 Room 313 
Tel : 04 67 615827-Fax: 04 67 6165 09 




Contact details: Building 15 Room 208 
Tel : 04 67 61 57 62 - Fax : 04 67 61 12 23 
Mel. : gilles.vaitilingom@cirad.fr 
D.Sc . in food science 
Fruit and 11egetable quality, physico-chemistry, 
post-har11est 
Contact details : Building 16 Room 323 
Tel : 04 67 61 44 35 - Fax : 04 67 61 44 33 
Mel. : marc .valente@cirad.fr 
Agrifood industries engineer 
Research funding - Doctoral student 
Process engineering, characterization and 
modeliltg of frying as a unit operation 
Contact details: Building 16 Room 153 
Tel : 04 67 61 65 72 - Fax : 04 67 61 44 49 
Mel. : vitrac@cirad.fr 
WACK Anne-Lucie - Head of Agrifood Systems Programme 
University-accredited research supervisor, D.Sc. in 
process engineering 
Osmotic dehydration, immersion impregnation, 
frying, chilliltg/freezillg 
Contact details : Building 16 Room I 12 
Tel: 04 67 61 57 13 - Fax: 04 67 614449 
Mel. : anne-lucie. wack@cirad.fr 
ZAKHIA-ROZIS Nadine D.Sc. in food science - espatriate member of 
staff 
Processing and quality of starch and meat 
products 
Address : CIA T - Proyecto de Desarrollo de 
Agroempresas rurales 
AA 6713 - Cali - Colombie 
tel : 00 57 2 445 00 22 - Fax : 00 57 2 445 00 73 
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AGRIFOOD SYSTEMS ROGRAMME 
ACTIVITY INDICATORS (1998) 
The activities and scientific production of the ASP can be illustrated by the following indicators or 
"salient facts": 
-+ over 50 publications (see attached list), including more than 20 in refereed journals. 
-+ 5 doctoral theses and 2 accreditations to supervise research successfully defended (see list) 
-+ supervision of 70 students (final year of engineering degree course, DEA, Masters, or BTS- and 
TIJT-type training) 
-+ over 40 R & D projects with external funding, with a total of around 7 million FF of contractual 
resources. The ASP is involved in 8 European projects, for 3 of which it is the scientific 
coordinator, and is joint leader of 2 FAIR networks ("Cold Chain" and "osmotic treatments"). 
-+ around 500 days of missions (expert reports, congresses, project follow-ups) abroad (see attached 
list) 
-+ launch of a Quality Assurance Programme (see attached description). Since its creation on 1 
January 1998, the ASP has been engaged in a quality assurance programme, continuing the efforts 
made in previous years under the earlier structure. The Appendix contains information on what has 
been achieved to date (after the first year of implementation), with progress in particular on the 
following points: 
reorganization of the analysis laboratories 
inventory and management of all pilot plant workshop and laboratory equipment 
writing of operational procedures 
management of non-conformance and incident forms 
development of safety rules. 
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esters ferruliques . 
1998 VILLENEUVE P., GUYOT B., PINA M., GRAILLE J. , GRUNING B., WEITEMEYER C. , Syntheses 
biocatalysees d'esters gras de sucro-acides. Fett Lipids. 
1998 GRAILLE J. Alteration des corps gras : synthese d 'un modele d ' oxydimere triglyceridiques. Chem. and 
Phys. Lipids. 
1998 ROUSSEL-PHILIPPE C., REDL A. , MOREL M.H., PINA M., GUILBERTS S., GRAILLE J. 
Modifications chimiques du gluten de ble et proprietes des films a base de gluten de ble modifie . Journal 
of Agricultural and Food Chemistry. 
1999 VALENTE M., BANZOUZI J.T. , PIETRI E. Evaluation non destructive de la fermete de la mangue par 
la technique acoustique irnpulsionnelle. En cours de redaction pour la revue "Fruits". 
1999 LAURENT S., SERPELLONI M., PIOCH D. A study of B cyclodextrin stabilized paraffin oil/water 
emulsions. Journal of Cosmetic Science, accepte en decembre 1998. 
1999 PIOCH D., LARGUEZE C. , GRAILLE J. , AJANA H. ROUZIERE J. Towards an efficient membrane based 
vegetable oils refininf process. Industrial Crops and Products. 
mise a jour au 19/03/ I 99 
LES THESES SOUTENUES EN 1998 
Nom et Statut actuel Directeur de Universite de Date mention Sujet 
Prenom these / recherche rattachement soutenance 
LUCAS Chercheur Ben Aim R. ENGREF 07/10/1998 tres honorable avec Caracterisation experimentale et 
Tiphaine CEMAGREF Wack A.L. Jes felicitations du modelisation des transferts de 
jury matiere et de chaleur en RCPI 
ROUSSEL CDDCIRAD E. Borredon fNP Toulouse 20/04/1998 tres honorable Etude de differents procedes de 
Coralie J. Graille lipophilisation des proteYnes 
applications aux proteines de soja et 
de gluten de ble 
CHEYNS COD CIRAD Requier Desjardin UM2-ENSA.M 18/11/1998 tres honorable avec Identification et construction sociale 
Emmanuelle N. Bricas les felicitations du de la qualite de produits agro-
jury alimentaires dans un contexte 
d'urbanisation au Burkina 
VALDEZ Chercheur Uni. J.J. Bimbenet ENSIA 13/03/98 tres honorable Etude du recyclage des solutions 
Aurora Chihuahua F. Giroux concentrees en deshydratation-
impregnation par immersion. 
Application au cas du traitement de 
pommes dans une solutions de 
saccharose. 
SARHY- Chercheur B. Marin Montpellier II 19/11/1998 tres honorable avec Production de 6 pentyl-pyrone par T. 
MANGIN UAM P. Lozano les felicitations du Harzanium cultive sur support solide 
BAGNON Mexico Jury 
Valerie 
LES HABILITATIONS A DIRIGER DES RECHERCHES SOUTENUES EN 1998 
Norn et Prenom Statut actuel Universite de Date 
rattachemeot soutenance 
WACK Anne-Lucie Detachee Minagri au UM 2 01/07/98 
CIRAD 
GONTARD Nathalie Mise a disposition au UM2 14/12/98 
CIRAD 
Sujet 
Transferts de matiere croises dans les operations unitaires de 
traitement en phase liquide de materiaux biologiques solides 
divises 
Science des materiaux appliquee aux polymeres agro-
alimentaires etude et mise au point d'emballages et 
d'enrobages biodegradables et/ou comestibles 
LISTES DES STAGES ENCADRÉS PAR LE PAA EN 1998 
Nom du stagiaire Prénom Date du stage Thème du stage Maître . 
Début fin de stage 
GIAMBRONE David 01/01/1998 30/04/1998 Techniques séparatives. Concentration fruits tropicaux LOZANO 
ROUSSEL Coralie 01/01/1998 30/09/1998 Lipophilisation de différentes protéines avec acides gras et condensations en carbone + mise au point d'un dosage fiable à la réaction GRAILLE 
BURHANUDDIN Mr 01/01/1998 20/02/1998 Bioproduction de molécules amphiphiles GRAILLE 
PRASAD Janardan 01/01/1998 30/01/1998 Conception des équipements MAROUZE 
SINGH Gyanendra 01/01/1998 30/01/1998 Méthodes de conception d'équipements MAROUZE 
HUSSENET Aude 01/01/1998 15/02/1998 Un nouveau procédé de salage/séchage/fumage et marinage appliqué au traitement de poissons du lagon d'ouvéa COLLIGNAN 
REGNAULT Stéphanie 01/01/1998 13/02/1998 Stabilisation d'herbes aromatiques par OIi MOUQUET 
ANIHOUVI Victor 01/01/1998 30/04/1998 Traitement thermique des produits carnés par friture BOHUON 
VALDEZ FRAGOSO Aurora 01/01/1998 30/04/1998 Génie des procédés agro-alimentaires GIROUX 
EL OUADRHIRI Youssef 01/0111998 31/01/1998 Suivi d'essais de séchage industriel MEOT 
LONGERINAS Estelle 01/01/1998 13/02/1998 Laits végétaux MONTET 
VITRAC Olivier 01/01/1998 01/12/1999 Caractérisation expérimentale et modélisation des transferts et transformations en cours de friture WACK 
MESQUITA CARNEIRO Maria De Jesus 01/01/1998 26/08/1998 Génie agro alimentaire WACK 
DEUMIER François 01/01/1998 31/12/1998 Contribution à la compréhension des mécanismes physiques.biochimiques, microbiologiques lors de la salaison du magret de canard COLLIGNAN 
FERRADA Marcelo 05/01/1998 13/01/1998 Expériences complémentaires sur les cinétiques de refroidissement du poisson par immersion GOLI 
SY Ousmane 15/01/1998 14/03/1998 Méthodes de déshydratation et imprégnation par immersion WACK 
t<RESPINE Virginie 01/02/1998 30/09/1998 devt de boisson amylacée stabilisée par lactofermentat_ LOI SEAU 
OTALORA Cyril 02/02/1998 06/02/1998 Analyse Labo WACK 
NDAW Bassirou - 12/02/1998 15/09/1998 intégration de la maintenance dans la conception MAROUZE 
BANZOUZI Jean Théophile 16/02/1998 31/07/1998 détermination de la maturité des fruits par la méthode acoustique VALENTE 
BENGMAH Samira 09/03/1998 31/07/1998 Qualité des fruits VALENTE 
PILLON Xavier 09/03/1998 09/08/1998 Etude d'un procédé de raffinage d'huiles par microfiltration PIOCH 
BACHAIN Philippe 15/03/1998 30/06/1998 Esters de sucre GRAILLE 
VAILLANT ·- Soline 16/03/1998 17/09/1998 mise au point d'un procédé de déshydratation imprégnation d'herbe aromatiques MEOT 
BRANELLEC Céline 16/03/1998 11/09/1998 identification par RMN/IRM des transformations physiques au cours d'une friture BOHUON 
RAKSHIT Sudip 23/03/1998 24/05/1998 Utilisation technique membranaire - Val?rlsation huile poisson PIOCH 
LISSE Laetitia 23/03/1998 01/05/1998 Actualisation des bilans alimentaires Afrique BRICAS 
RULA Alexandra 30/03/1998 19/06/1998 Contrôle qualité fruits VALENTE 
GAY Fabrice 30/1)3/1998 31/08/1998 Etude technico-économique dun procédé de découpe et séparation de végétaux par voie humide MEOT 
LAMPIN Sébastien 30/1)3/1998 28/08/1998 Valorisation des huiles de poisson par microfiltration PIOCH 
VELLUTINI Luc 30/03/1998 31/07/1998 Chimie option moléculaire PIOCH 
-
BETSCH Jurgen 01 /1)4/1998 30/09/1998 Arômes - Fruits tropicaux LOZANO 
RONIN-MORTREUX Marie 01 /1)4/1998 31/08/1998 Valorisation lipochimique. Fonctionnalisation des chaines hydrocarbonées PIOCH 
SOUSA GOMES Joâo Baptista 01/04/1998 30/04/1998 préparation à l'analyse diagnostic des filières et marché du poisson transformé au Sénégal BRICAS 
CHEVALLIER Frédérique 01/04/1998 12/06/1998 Participation mise au point d'un procédé de production d'herbes aromaiques à l'humidité intermédiaire MEOT 
SABER Nidal 01 /IJ4/ 1998 30/09/1998 Application du procédé de 011 sous vide à la viande de volaille COLLIGNAN .... 
LAFON Celine 01 /1)4/ 1998 30/09/1998 Mise au point méthode stéréorépartition des AG sur TG seriques humaines GRAILLE 
Nom du stagiaire Prénom Date du stage Thème du stage Maître 
Début fin de stage 
FRANÇOIS-ELIE Claudine 06/04/1998 12/06/1998 Stabilité de la couleur de boissons au Bissap LOZANO 
CARO Yanis 06/(14/1998 30/09/1998 Valorisation de la papaïne et de la bromélin~ GRAILLE 
THEROND Julien 06/04/1998 12/06/1998 Synthèse d'esters, en tant qu'additifs dans les carburants PIOCH 
DECLOOUEMENT Cécile 14/04/1998 19/06/1998 Lipophilisation des protéines PINA 
KAMBOU-NABALAMA Denise 14/04/1998 30/09/1998 élaboration d'abaque pour salé/séché par DIO de filets de saumon COLLIGNAN 
PARENTEAU David 14/04/1998 20/06/1998 Participation à la mise au point d'un procédé de production d'herbes aromatiques à l'humidité intermédiaire (confidentiel) MEOT 
CAHIER Sylvain 20/04/1998 26/06/1998 conception et réalisation d'un module de liaison RS232 MEOT 
SANGARE Mamadou 23/04/1998 05/06/1998 gazogenes VAITILINGOM 
BOURANE Luderx 01/05/1998 10/09/1998 Aplication des techniques séparatives membranaires aux fruits tropicaux (mangue, banane, ... ) LOZANO 
EL HASSAN Abdelellah 01/05/1998 31/08/1998 Economie du développement agricole agro-alimentaire VAITILINGOM 
DOUMEIZEL Eric 02/05/1998 20/09/1998 Etude économique de la filière "banane" à la Réunion COLLIGNAN 
ARCILA Mauricio 01/06/1998 30/01/1999 Conception d'un outil de récolte du café MAROUZE 
FEDRIGO Patricia 01/06/1998 30/09/1998 Diagnostic du système agro-alimentaire de l'East-London (RAS.) BRICAS 
HAFIDI Abdellatif 03/06/1998 30/09/1998 Ratinage par filtration PIOCH 
RENAUX Severine 04/06/1998 28/08/1998 Refroidissement du poisson (PESCA) GOLI 
BAKA N'GUESSAN Alain 10/06/1998 25/09/1998 Conception, construction et expérimentation d'un séchoir pour produits roulés MEOT 
MBAYE Cheikh 11/06/1998 09/07/1998 Opération unitaire de friture WACK 
CASTILLO Monica 15/06/1998 15/01/1999 Régénération des solutions concentrées de OIi MEOT 
HERREYRE Karine , 01/07/1998 31/08/1998 Analyses chimiques PIOMBO 
GAZELLE Elodie 01/07/1998 30/06/1999 L'huile de palme PIOCH . 
REDON Emma 01/07/1998 31/07/1998 Analyses chimiques PIOMBO 
BOURDEL Geoffroy 01/07/1998 24/07/1998 Participation à la mise au point d'herbes aromatiques à humidité intermédiaire MEOT 
NKUNDA Dominique 01/07/1998 15/09/1998 Appui au travail sur pilote D11 + évaporation sous vide MEOT 
MONTAGNls: Julien 01/07/1998 31/07/1998 Application du vide pulsé à la OIi de fruits MEOT 
BRUNET-MANQUAT Nicolas 01/07/1998 15/08/1998 Application des techniques séparatives mèmbranaires aux fruits tropicaux LOZANO 
NIDEGGER Muriel 06/07/1998 27/11/1998 Perméabilité et sorption des gaz C02 02 €Jans des filins biodégradables protéiques hydrophyles GONTARD 
ZAMO KANA Esther 24/07/1998 20/09/1998 Participation aux activités G.P.E. MEOT 
TAYEH lzzeddeen 01/08/1998 30/01/1999 Etude de la fermentation lactique de boissons amylacées LOISEAU 
COUTELLIER Julie 01/09/1998 12/02/1999 Conservation du poisson?CONTRAT PESCA GOLI 
SALVADOR! Viviana 21/09/1998 20/10/1998 Congélation du poisson GOLI 
CAPEL Damien 21/09/1998 09/10/1998 Microbiologie LOISEAU 
MITCHIKPE Evariste 02/10/1998 30/10/1998 Analyse des enquêtes de consommation du projet ALISA CHEYNS 
NDOYE Fatou 02/10/1998 30/10/1998 Analyse des enquêtes de consommation du projet ALISA CHEYNS 
AGBODOLI Justin 05/10/1998 31/01/1999 Amélioration de la qualité des cassettes d'igname par l'introduction d'une pré-découpe des tubercules dans le procédé BRICAS 
NDIAYE Augustin 26/10/1998 31/01/1999 Valorisation de l'hibiscus Sabdariffa LOZANO 
KANE Amadou 01/11/1998 31/01/1999 Etude de la qualité biochimique des variétés de riz ~ PIOMBO 
Nom du stagiaire Prénom Date du slage Thème du stage Maître 
Début fin de stage 
BATIONO Frédéric 02/11/1998 27/11/1998 Methode de conception d'equipements + cao MAROUZE 
TRAORE Zoumani 02/11/1998 27/11/1998 methode de conception d'equipements + caci MAROUZE 
SOSDRI Neamprem 08/11/1998 30/11/1998 Conservation des fruits tropicaux sous atmosphère modifiée LOZANO 
MORENO Martin 08/11/1998 05/12/1998 methode de conception d'equipementds MAROUZE 
HABIBUNNISA 08/11/1998 30/11/1998 Conservation des fruits tropicaux sous atmosphère modifiée LOZANO 
MITCHIKPE Evariste 30/11/1998 12/12/1998 Analyse des enquêtes de consommation du projet ALISA CHEYNS 
BAKA N'GUESSAN Alain 14/12/1998 29/01/1999 Conception, construction et expérimentation d'un séchoir pour produits roulés MEOT 
. .,_ 
origi11e des stagiaires accueillis 
au Programme Agro-Alimentaire 
5% Asie 









PROGRAMME AGRO-ALIMENTAIRE CONTRA TS EN CO URS EN 1998 
CONTRATS PILOTES PAR LE PAA 
SITUATION AU 29/12/98 
:t:t~'tt-~~t 
Friture par micro-ondes/ARMC J. Graille 02/03/98 01 /05/98 F ARMC + Anvar F.C 
Hydrophobation d'hydrolysats enzymat1ques proteines vegetales J. Graille 04/06/98 05/04/99 F ONIDOL Avenants 1 et 2 
Boissons vegetales a base de cereales ULICE G. Loiseau 2 ans F DGAUAliment Demain avec CA· 
Expertise sur 5 projets africa ins manioc G. Henry 01/12/97 31 /01/98 F CFC 
Jnventa,re des utihsat,ons du manioc G. Henry 15/12/97 31 /01/98 F FAO 
PESCA T. Goli 01 /04/97 31 /03/98 F Region LR + FEDER 
Eridan,a Beghin Say JM Meet 04/03/96 04/03/97 F Eridania Beghin Say 
Erid an ia Begh in Say JM Meet 03/04/97 03/04/98 F Eridania Begh,n Say avenant 1 
Endan,a Begh,n Say JM Meet 03/04/98 30/10/98 F Eridania Beghin Say avenant2 
Eridan,a Begh,n Say JM Meet 11/05/98 11 /07/98 F Eridania Beghin Say avenant 3 
Solutions energetioues pour usages de pu issance au Mali G. Vaitil ingom 01 /03/98 01 /04/98 F+ Mali APEX (EDF+ADEME) 
Equ,pements de mesure pour emissions de bus G. Vaitilingom 12/02/98 20/02/98 F ADEME 
FAIR BIOMASSE G. Vaitil ingom 01 /01 /96 31/12/99 F UE/FAIR 
Sechage du nz MESR J.M. Meet 1997 1998 F MESR 
Poisson Tanzarne GERES T. Goli 1998 1998 Tanzanie GERES 
Tubercules Nouvelle Caledorne D. Dufour 1998 1998 Nvlle Caledo Province des lies 
PRI no,x du Bres,1 T. Goli 31/1 2/98 F+ Bresil MAE 
L1pooh1ilsat1on des ac,des uron,ques J. Gra ille 07/05/98 06/11 /98 F GOLDSCHMIDT 
BEL J. Grail le 07/05/98 06/11 /98 F BEL 
Presta t,ons en mannage ancno,s BELMONTE A. Coll,gnan 08/04/98 08/04/99 F BELMONTE 
Vente eou,ot et accomoagnement BELMONTE A. Collignan 26/05/98 25101/99 F BELMONTE 
Cession de licence mannage oar DID a BELMONTE A. Coll,gnan 20/05/98 20/05/18 F BELMONTE Royalties 
Cession oe 1,cence salage-sechage par DID a ARBOR A. Coll,gnan 16/04/97 16/04/17 F ARBOR Royalties 
Divers ARBOR - ESS ENCIAS DEL MA R - T. Gel , 1998 1998 F + Espagne ARBOR-ESSENCIAS 
O,gnons TISSOURA JC Dumas 31 /03/98 31/12/98 Maree Sans obJet 
ENSIA-Beg,n Say JM Meet 11 /05/98 11 /07/98 F Eridiana Begin Say S/trait par ENSIA 
D1Hus1on reg ,ona le cossenes d'1gname N Bncas 01 /04/98 01/04/00 Afnque Mini Coop avec CA· 
Etude des marches potent,els du manioc G Henry 15/05/98 15/07/98 F IFAD-IDRC 
Agroa1,menta1re Cone Sud D Gritton 01/05/98 Bresil MAE 
PRI Danone I bo,ssons vegeta tes G Loiseau 01 /10/98 01 /10/99 F+ Bresil MAE avec CA· 
Pegase Developoement N. Bncas 01/10/98 28/02/99 F BE Pegase 
Hu,le de po,sson DGAL D Piech 01/11 /98 31/10/00 F DGAUAliment Dema,n 
B,ocarburants reg,onaux Languedoc-Rouss,llon G Va1tll1ngom 01 /10/98 01 110199 F Cuma Belpech 
Post-recolte et consommat,on d'1gnames J.M. Meet 01/12/98 30/11 /02 Afnque UE INCODC avecCN 
Essa,s v,nasse Arthenay G v a,tillngom 01/12/98 31/12/98 F Sucrene d'Arthenay 
Consultance DANONE J Grai lle 20/12/98 20106/00 F DANONE 
Expen,se PORIM D P1oci1 0 li i2i96 20112i9 5 Maiaisie MAE 
Prestat,ons SAUPIOUET T Gel, 15/12/98 15/01/99 F SAUPIOUET 
Patates deuces CIP D. Dufour 17/09/98 31/01 /99 F+ Perou CIP + CIRAD avec CA· 
contrars ootenus pa, PAA. pour lesauels PAA a soll1c,te des prestar,ons aupres de CIRAD-CA 
Bilan activ1tes. Xls 
PROGRAMME AGRO-ALIMENTAIRE CONTRA TS EN CO URS EN 1998 
PRESTATIONS DE SERVICE DEMANDEES AU PAA, PAR LES AUTRES DEPARTEMENTS 
FLHOR - Regimes de bananes Martinique 
- UE litchis 
- UE mangues 
- Prestations diverses atelier de mecanique 
- Analyses de laboratoire 
- A TP Approvisionnement des villes 
FORET - Accueil de D . Guibal au labo Metrologie 
- Prestations diverses BE et atelier de mecanique 
- Analyses de laboratoire 
CA - PRJ "amidon aigre" Valpifonn 
- Prestations diverses Bureau d'etudes et atelier 
- Analyses de laboratoire 
CP - projet "Chaine ramifiee" / ADEME 
- projet ADEME - Crific 
- Prestations diverses Bureau d 'etudes et atelier 
- Analyses de laboratoire 
- projet Amylum films 
EMVT - Analyses de laboratoire 
DG/F ormation - Stagiaires indonesiens I FPR (PAA-SMANA) 
TERA - projet ADEME / Combustion vinasse 
- projet Tracteur FIAT / Cuma 
- projet Embal lages fruits tropicaux / Min .DOM 
- projet Bourre de coco / Sangam 
- projet !NCO - Alisa 
- projet MAE Afrique du Sud - Umthiza 
Pour mem oi re : Panicipation du PAA a des ""Actions Thematiques Programmees" ou a des "Actions Incitatives": 
- A TP Methodes de conception d. equipements (pilotee par PAA, demiere an nee) 
- ATP Bioemballages (pilotee par PAA. cl6tu ree en 1998) 
- A TP Approvisionnement des vi ll es (panicipation) 
- A TP Approvisionnement en lait (panicipation) 
- Al Observatoi rc: de la consom,nation au Vietnam (piluti:t par PAA) 
PROGRAMME AGRO-ALIMENTAIRE CONTRA TS EN CO URS EN 1999 
SITUATION AU 21/01/99 
Hydrophobation d'hydrotysats enzymauques proteines vegetates J. Graille 04/06/98 05/07 /99 F ONIDOL Avenants 1 et 2 
Bo1ssons vegetales a base de cereales ULICE G. Loiseau 05/12/97 05/12/99 F DGAUAliment Demain avec CA -· 
Ahmentation . savoir-fa 1re et innovation AA (ALISA) N. Bricas 01 /01 /98 31/10/99 Afrique UE INCO Cl RAD-TERA PAA pour TERA•• 
PESCA T. Goli 01 /04197 31/03/98 F Region LR + FEDER 
UE Litchis Y. Lozano 01 /01 /95 01 /08/99 Chine+Thaf UE PAA pour FLHOR' 
UE Mangues Y. Lozano 01 /01/94 01/02/99 lnde+ Thai UE PAA pour FLHOR' 
FAIR Biomasse G. Vaitilingom 01 /01 /96 31/12/99 F UE/FAIR 
Prestat1ons en mannage ancho1s BELMONTE A. Collignan 08/04/98 08/04/99 F BELMONTE 
Vente equipt et accompagnement BELMONTE A. Collignan 26/05/98 25/01/99 F BELMONTE 
Cession de licence salage-sechage par DID a ARBOR A. Collignan 16/04/97 16/04/17 F ARBOR Royalties 
Cession de licence mannage par DID a BELMONTE A. Collignan 20/05/98 20/05/18 F BELMONTE Royalties 
Diffusion reg1onale cossettes d'igname (Coop lgname 2) N. Bricas 01 /04/98 01 /04/00 Afrique Mini Coop avec CA··· 
Post-recolte et consommat1on d'1gnames J.M. Meot 01 /12/98 30/11 /02 Afrique UE INCODC avec CA··· 
Agroalimenta1re Cone Sud D. Griffon 01/05/98 Bresil MAE 
PRI Danone I bo1ssons vegetales G. Loiseau 01 /10/98 01/10/99 F+ Bresil MAE avec CA··· 
Pegase Developpement N. Bricas 01 /10/98 28/02/99 F BE Pegase 
Hu1les de po1ssons DGAL"Aliment Dema1n" (INPL-Ledun-TIA) D. Pioch 01/11/98 31 /10/00 F DGAUAliment Demain 
B1ocarburants reg1onaux Languedoc-Roussillon G Vaitilingom 01 /10/98 01 /10/99 F Cuma Belpech 
Consultance DANONE / LU J . Graille 20/12/98 20/06/00 F DANONE 
DIAMED T. Gol1 01/02/99 31 /0 1/00 F DIAMED 
Prestat1ons SAU PIQUET T Goll 15/12/98 15/01/99 F SAUPIQUET 
Chaine fonct1onnal1see AGRICE (Onidol-lF P-Nyco) D. P1och 29/12/98 29/03/00 F ADEME/Agnce 98 
PME agroal1mentaires N. Bncas 01/01 /99 30/06/02 Afnque UE avec GRET et IRD 
ACTEI / SANGAM - T1kobo R1v1er 04/01 /99 31 /12/99 F ACTEI 
Demarrage a froid I ester hu1le de fnture G Va1t1l1ngom 07/12/98 06/09/99 F ADEME 
· contrars FLHOR reahses par PAA 
·· contrar p,tote par TERA pour Jeouel PAA est solltc,re 
·· • contrats 01fotes par PAA ()Our lesouel.s PAA solllcire des presranons aupres de CIR AD-CA 
Act1v1tes 1999.xls 
Nom Pays visité 
llR ICJ\S llénin 
IIRICJ\S ( ·a mcroun 
IIR IC' i\S Sénégal 
11R ICJ\S Vi etnam 
l 'IIF YNS A l'riquc du Sud 
C lll 'YNS llrnin 
l 'lll ' YNS lknin.lll' .S ng 
l'IIEYNS llurkina-Faso 
< '01.l.l(iNAN Ita li e 
< '() 1.1.1 (,Ni\N Réunion 
l'Ol.l.l(iNJ\N Ré uni on 
l'Ol.l. l<iNJ\N Mayotte 
DUMAS Maroc 
GA I.LET Philirpe 
tilROUX Sénégal 
<,!ROUX ( 'o lombie 
UO I.I Portugal 
(,Ri\ 11. Lf: Ftats-Unis 
, 
GRJ\ILLF Réunion 
<iRJ\ ILI E i\llemagne 
(iRA ILLE Italie 
IIENRY Brs,Colombie .Uru 
IIENRY ' Royaume-Un i 
I.IENNARD Ne lle-Ca lédonie 
I.OI SEJ\U Thaï lande 
1.0ZANO Belgique 
I.OZANO Inde 
I.OZJ\ NO P Angleterre 
1 OZi\NO P Italie 
MA ROUZE Inde 
MAROUZE Sénégal 





\.IONTET Phi lippines 
PROGRAMME AGRO-ALIMENTAIRE LES MISSIONS A L'ETRANGER RÉALISÉES EN 1998 
Dates . 
début fi Il 
02 /0(, 11 /0(, 
23102 O<J/OJ 
20/04 or,112 
()(,/12 1 .1/ 12 
14 Il(, 2] /0(, 
112 10(, 1 1 /()(, 
15'02 ()<) /() _1 
_1(1 () J 121114 
_11,()_1 {)J /04 
1 ()1()2 21 ,112 
2<) ,' I)(, 1 1 '07 
()<J / 12 14/ 12 
2310') 27/0') 
02/1 1 1 1 il 1 
22/0h 11 /07 
2 1/ 10 28/10 
1010') 1 J /09 
O<J/05 17/05 
22/07 27/07 
05/ 11 05/1 1 
11 / 11 12/1 1 
15/0J 07/04 
04/0 1 07 /01 
08/02 28/02 








01 / 12 1 1 /12 
15/ 12 2]/12 
\ 6106 18/06 
07 /09 10/09 







































Objet de la mission 
1ère réunion de coonlination projet "la va lo . tle l'igname pour les marchés urhains; phase 2 : diffusion régionale du sys tème cosse lle". 
1 - Su i,·i des tra,·aux de l'ATI' ')5 /4 1 "apprnvi sionnement vivrier des villes africaines" 2 - Projet igname au Cameroun. 3 - Suivi T. FERRE \Ri\D-Garoua. 
Mise en orn,Te de la col laboration SN IUA/ITA-C IR AD dans le domaine agro-alimenta ire. 
Participation ù \'atclin sur la stnTcillance alimentaire et nut ri tionnelle 
1 :111 cL· n1 c: n1 d'un e: l'ludc: sur k s st yks alimentaires et di,Trs con tacts - Projet /\MATA I .A 
l'rc:,rnére ré,11 11on de: c,11,rdina ti on du projet ",,do . de l'igname pour les marchés urhains phase 2 · dil'i'usinn régionale du sys tème cossc tte". 
Su"·i d11 prujc: t Al ISA (lknin , \l urkina Faso, Sénéga \Jet démarrage du Projet Vain . de l'igname Phase 2 
Sé111inane i\ I.ISA ( INCO -DC ) . Séminaire A V i\l. (Mincoop; Valo. des savoir-faire locaux). 
l'articiration :i l'acti on concertée de la ('0111111unauté Européenne sur la Déshydratation Osmotiq ue . 
1 k li111 t1<>n des rnndi ti ons li ées :i snn expatriation; suivi et re nfo rcement des act ivi tés Ai\ à la Réunion 
l'r é· parat,on de la 1rn sc: de lù nction au O l .0') .CJ8 ; sui\'i de l'opération transformat ion des prod uits carnés. 
Partic1rat1on à la sc: rnaine de la Science à Mayo tte . Commun ica tion "Innovat ion dans le domaine de la transfo. des produits animaux. 
l'\alrnration projet amé lioration filière oignon 
Insta ll ation de matériels et liirma ti on au ('JRAD- FI.IIOR 
Recherche sur les méthodes de conception d'équipements dans le cadre de l'ATP C irad 
Appui à la recherche en concept ion d'équipements 
Part icipation au séminaire de l'act ion concertée européenne sur la chaîne du froid 
( ·ongrès de \'i\merican Oi l Chemists' Society (AOCS ), Chicago; reprise des contacts avec Dpi of Food Science Univ.Massachusette 
Jury de thèse et visite du ('JRAD à Sain t Denis la Bretagne. 
Ré union concernant la fin du contrat Goldschmid t J 
Rencontre avec SOMMER 
1ère rencon tre avec partenaires Cône Sud ; préparation affec tat ion Brésil, participation réunion CBN et globa l cassa va stra tegy 
Consultati on et co llabora tion du projet PR_OAMY L 
Format ion et maintenànce su r huilerie-à Ouvéa . Nouvelle Calédonie. Mi ss ion d'appui . 
Co ll aho ration rec herche avec bioprocess Technology l'rogram de \'AIT + master international 
Rencontre avec le Resp . Sc ient. Européen (Mme FERRAS) de projets U.E. LITCIII, coordonné par C: IRJ\D. 
Coordina ti on projet E.U. n_ TSJ-CT9J-0209. Transfo mangue. i\ppui sc ien t. et techn . pour le partenaire CFTRI - Mysore . 
Groupe de trava il "Science or 13iomass Pyrolysis" organi sé par Bio-energy research group - Aston University, Birmingham 
Communication 2nd Meeting o f the European Sect ion i\OCS . 
Appui méthodol ogique aux projets de conception. 
Appu i mé thodo logiq ue à trois rrojets de concept ion menés par l'ESP et formation méthodes de conception 
Poursuite des travaux sur les mé thodes de concep ti on d'équipements 
Appu i méthodologique 
Poursuite des travaux sur les mé thodes de concep ti on d'équipements 
Salon "The fïrst international wine and spirits ex hibition fo r i\sia-Pacifïc", ll ong~ in g, Chine . 
J rd As ia-Pacifïc Chitin and Chitosa n Sympos ium à Keelung, Ta iwan, Chine. 
Mastcr Interna ti onal in Food lndustry. 
Nom Pays visité Dates 
début 
l'AI.I.ET llrésil/Chili 12/04 
1'10('11 l'tats-Unis 09/05 
l'JO<'JJ lndo/Mal/tha J 4.'02 
1'10( 'J 1 llrési l 05, JO 
l'J()('J 1 Malaisie 05/J 2 
YA! Jîl .lN<iOM l' spagnc 28 /01 
V AIIII.JN< iOM l'acili4uc 11 /04 
YAJTIJ .IN(i(lM Mali 22 /0J 
\/1\ITJI.INliOM < 'hine 2.1/ 1 1 
\1 Al.ENTE Polngnc 2.1 ·05 
VII .1.ENUJ\11' /\llcrnagnc 05/1 1 
WACK < irècc 25/0J 
W /\CK Italie J l /0.l 
W/\CK Sénégal 20/04 
WACK l'mtuga l - 10/()<) 
71\KIIIA C'olornhic 01/01 
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Objet de la mission 
l'artici pa lion séminaire lùnnalinn pw!'cssinnalisantc à Botucatu; contacts avec partenaires du Cône Sud avant prise de ronction 
l'articipatinn ( ·ongrès de l'AO( ·s : vistc cen tre de recherc he USDA à l'coria (bilan eollahoratinn) 
l11dnnés ie . f\lala, sic. Thailandc l'nispcc lion sec teur public/privé mise en place collabo. avec AIT 
l'art1 r1 pal1nn au 20111c mcc ti11g partnairsh1p lùr tcchnnlogica l and industrial dcvclnprncnt 
( ·"11ahnrat11111 a,·cc le l'ORIM ; collaboration avec !'AIT ; Stage d'E lndic ( ·azellc . 
< ·otl<><111e sur J'111il1 sa ti,rn non alimentaire des oléagineux 
l-' 1dJ1. Nclk t ·alédonic, Vanuatu . l'rojct huile de coco biocarburant 
l· tudc des sn lut1,u1s énngl'liqucs pour les usages de puissance au Mali. 
l'1<>Jc l !'i;111cn -ch1n,u s de uiopéralinn en tccl111ologic après-récolte des céréales 
l'a rt1cipal1un "Jrd lnlcrnational ('onkrcncc on l'hysics of Agro and Food Products" presentation d'une communication . 
Ré·111111111 conccmanl la lin du conlrat fioldschmidt J 
l'arti c ipati<>11 au mccting. de l'ac1io11 co11ccrtée européenne sur la "chaîne du froid" . Présent. de communications et conso du groupe sur les prétrai tements 
l'arti c ipatinn à la réunion de l'Action Concertée de la Communauté Européenne sur les traitements osmotiques à Bertinoro - Ita lie . 
f\li se en oetl\Te de la cnllahorat ion SNRJA/ITA - C IRAD dans Je domaine agro-alimentaire. 
Participation au sé minaire de l'action concertée européenne sur la chaîne du froid ; présentation communication 
f\li ss inn préparatoire à l'a ffectation en poste au ('JAT, Cali, Colombie 
l'artic,pation, présentation d'une communication au séminaire YI Jomada del l'rodar Andino - 1 Seminario Nacional de Agroinclus tria Rurua l, Bolivia 
Repartition du nombre de jours de missions 
ODom-Tom 34j 
D Etats-Unis 17 j 
D Europe 35 j 
DAme. latine: 100 j 
D Pacifique 39 j 
) 
OAfrique :166 j 
--, OAsie:106j 
AGRIFOOD SYSTEMS PROGRAMME 
Current state of the Quality Assurance Programme launched in 1998 
for the pilot plant workshops and laboratories 
In 1998, we took a number of steps towards establishing a quality assurance system in the 
Agrifood Systems Programme laboratories and pilot plant workshops. 
Priorities were defined in line with the work carried out by the Agronomy Programme. The 
requirements of the IS09000 standards were used as a reference. We also worked in liaison with 
S. DEGRES, ASP scientist and director of ESIMAQ, who suggested a quality approach based
on operational reliability.
Resources employed 
The Programme Management appointed two quality assurance managers, G. PIOMBO 
(laboratories) and D. GOUNELLE (pilot plant workshops). They are assisted by technical 
operations officers (Appendix 1 ), who are responsible for the operation of the scientific 
equipment and the procurement of consumables and chemicals, for writing operational 
procedures, noting any cases of non-conformance ("incident forms") and undertaking the 
appropriate corrective measures. 
What was done in 1998 
The most important measures were programmed in accordance with simple rules of good 
laboratory practice: clearing, putting away, cleaning and organizing materials and equipment and 
establishing monitoring procedures. 
The laboratories were reorganized on the basis of the scientific fields involved. 
The inventory and management of ail equipment in the pilot plant workshops and laboratories 
is currently being updated. The technical officers have been assigned the task of carrying out the 
equipment inventory. A fundamental element of the Quality Assurance Programme, the inventory 
of the mechanics workshop equipment, has been completed, together with "equipment files" for 
each machine. 
The "equipment files" contain information on: 
equipment type, registration 
manufacturer and supplier (with contact details) 
date of purchase and date brought into service 
A "history sheet" has been created for each machine, giving the maintenance and service history. 
All information and files have been put on computer using the Sbmat equipment management 
software package (purchased for one workstation in 1998). This alerts us, among other things, 
to the future maintenance operations required. The same procedure has already been applied to 
Laboratory 119 and is in the process of being applied to all remaining laboratories. 
A system for informing staff and monitoring quality assurance measures has been established 
by the monthly meetings of the Quality Committee. The reports have been circulated to all 
participants and to the heads of programme teams. 
The technicians and the quality assurance managers have been assigned the task of writing up 
the operational procedures of the experiments they undertake. Twenty or so operational 
procedures are at present in the course of validation. 
Management of the operational procedures and quality documents needs to be organized. Quality 
documentation management is the first general procedure for validation, it covers the principles 
of presentation, codification, circulation and archiving of quality assurance documents . The 
general "Quality Documentation" procedure has been written and is in the process of being 
approved. 
Management of "non-conformance" or "incident" sheets: 
"Non-conformance" or "incident" sheets are to be completed by all Programme staff. 
The sheets are then processed to determine preventive or corrective measures aimed at preventing 
the appearance or reoccurrence of similar faults . 
Safety: In parallel with the Quality Assurance Programme, it became apparent at meetings of the 
Quality Committee that there was a need to ensure that certain basic rules of safety are observed 
in the laboratories and pilot plant workshops. In particular, we have a duty to inform the 
numerous trainees hosted by the programme, and to this effect we propose a contractual leaflet 
signed by both the trainee and his or her supervisor. The leaflet, currently being finalized, will 
be approved by the CHSCT before its introduction. 
